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NGA made available the first cloud-free satel-
lite image of downtown New Orleans from a
US commercial satellite to government agen-
cies and first responders. NGA also provided
on{he-spot analysis like this photograph
of New Orleans and damage assessment
graphic. Cover design by Leon Samuels.
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All members of the geospalial intelligence
community are welcome to submit articles
of community-wide interest. Articles are
ed ited for style, content and length. The copy
deadl ne s the last Friday of the third month
before publication. For details on submitting
artrc es e-ma I the Pathfinder. Our address
is pathfinder@nga.mil.
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:.r.espondence should be addressed to:

Pathfinder, National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency
Ofice of Corporate Relations
Strateglc Communications Branch
(ocRNS)
4600 Sangamore Road, l\,4ail Stop D-54
Bethesda, IVD 2081 6-5003

Telephone: (301 ) 227 -7 388,
DSN 287-7388, or
ln St. Louis: (314)263-4142,
DSN 693-4142.

E-mail: pathfinder@nga.mil

The Pathfinder is the medium by which the
N ation a I Geosp ati a I - I ntell i g e nce Ag e n cy
enhances and promotes public awareness
and understanding of the discipline of
geospati a I i ntel I ige nce. Th e views, stateme nts

and opinions of authors who are not NGA
personnel are solely those of the authors,
are not endorsed by the NGA and should
not be construed as officially sanctioned or
representative of the position of the NGA.
Afticles in fhls lssue of The Pathftnder may
be reproduced in whole or n part without
permission, unless stated otherwtse. lf they
are reproduced, please credit the author
and the "National Geospatial-lntelligence
Agency, The Pathfinder magazine." Any
reproduction of graphics, photographs, and
imagery is subject to the original copyright.
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Letter to our Readers

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita were not on the horizonl,r,hen we began this issue on
NGA s technology challenges. So, it is appropriate that we highlight the contribu-
tion made by NGA members before, during and after these hurricanes. Both our
technical and analytical expertise enabled us in our support to those affected by
these tragic events. As the Director states in his column, because of the hurricanes,
"NGA s technological capabilities have been brought to bear as never before." He
also notes that support our Agency provided clearly illustrates our ability to "Know
the Earth and Show the Way." Both ideas are exemplified in the article we have

added to this issue on NGA s hurricane response.

This interplay between people and technology continues, as we look at technology
challenges facing NGA from the vantage point of our many contributors and end
users. The fourth issue in our series on how NGA is making an essential difference
begins with an article by the Honorable Pete Hoekstra, Chairman of the House
Permanent Committee on Intelligence. "The Agency is now fulfilling its promise
of closer integration between mapping and imagery analysis," he says.

In my articie, I introduce a variety of technology challenges-from a near-term

need for on-demand access to geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) to the long-term
imperativeof developingnew and unconverrtional sourcesand processingmethods.
In an era of global persistent surveillance, analysts will require new strategjes and

architecture to rapidly exploit increases in data flow and data types.

In "Getting Technology to the Warfightet" NGA s Deputy Military Executive, Ed

Mornston, explains how close interaction with warfighters is necessary to keep

the technology relevant in a continually changing context. "Getting high-end, dense

GEOINT into the hands of 'disadvantaged users' who are well forward on the

battlefield is the issue that many commanders feel is the next big step in GEOINT
support to operations," he says.

Other articles discuss eliminating barriers in the National System for GEOINI
NGA s strategy for inserting technology rapidly, and how NGA improvements to

JPEG2000 are revolutionizing the processing of imagery. Our Historian looks at

Vietnam War support, which foreshadowed today's collaboration within NCA and

across the Intelligence Commu nity. "27st Century" discusses advanced geospatial

intelligence, and our "Industry" column looks at small companies with projects that
promise to have a big impact. In "Partnerships," we feature our collaboration with
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency on "hard problems."

In the next Pathfinde4 we'll look at how NGA is making a difference in the inter-
national community, using GEOINT to support U.S. leadership abroad, working
with foreign partners to enhance the value of GEOINT and helping many nations

improve their capabilities.
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By Lt. Gen. James R. Clapper, Jr., USAF (Ret.), Director, National Geospatial-lntelligence Agency
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NGA is doing everything we can to
support ongoing relief and recovery
operations. Our Agency's efforts began

even before Hulricane Katrina struck.
On Friday, A:ug.26, NGA forwarded 100

graphics depicting the locations of key
infrastructures-hospitals, poli ce stations,

highways, schools, etc.-for the counties

in the path of Hurricane Katrina. Those

graphics provided local and state govern-

ment agencies with a common operatiorral

picture of key facilities.

Since the hurricanes struck, NGA
personnel:

Analyzed pre-hurricane and post-
hulricane data to help develop dam-

age assessments of the affected regiory

including critical infrastructure
and long-range assessments of the

petroleum industry.

Provided the Federal Emergency
Management Agency the first cloud-
free satellite image of downtown
New Orleans from a U.S. commercial

satellite. Ther; NGApersonnel, work-
ing closely with commercial vendors,

provided all our unclassified imagery
holdings to the general public through
the World Wide Web.

Deployed to the impacted region to

provide on-the-spot support to U.S.

government agencies also deployed to

the region. They exploited the ability
to "reachback" to NGAfor additional
support.

Took over operations from the
damaged U.S. Coast Guard facility

and transmitted electronic Notice to

Mariners updates along with weather
information to mariners in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Developed an integrated strategy
to task and acquire imagery from
a variety of platforms and sensors.

This provided the best information
for analysis and public discussion.

Over the past several weeks, NGA s tech-

nological capabilities have been brought
to bear as never before. Our response to
these l-rurricanes clearly illuminated our
technical knon -how Equally impressive

has been NGA s analytical contribution
to the relief efforts. NGA analysts have

worked closely with the Federal Relief

Community to provide round-the-clock
support. NCA personnel created and
provided tailored and specific analytic
products that enabled national and opera-

lional situational awareness, assessment,

planning and execution. Rapid decision

making was the outcome during response

and recovery. And, new customers who
now appreciate the power of geospatial

intelligence were estab lished.

People helping people, whether technical,

analytical or supporf is what distinguishes

NCAas we carry out our mission to "Know
the Earth and Show the Way."

/A^.@
James R. Clapper, Jr.

Lieutenant General, USAF (Ret.)
' Director
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As Director of the Office of Americas, tg*** Fa.c*€e is

the lssue Manager for NGA's response to Hurricanes

Katrina and Rita. Formerly Director of the Office of

Global Navigation, she joined theAgency in St. Louis

after serving as an engineer with the Army Corps of

Engineers.

*.*" ft*g:. €=*t* ***k*tr* of Michigan is Chairman of the

House Permanent Select Committee on lntelligence.

5*+rrk *i*h*lt= is Director of the Office of Corporate

Relations.

*d l**;"i:st*s: is NGAs Deputy Military Executive.

J**e: **€:r is an NGA Staff Officer in the Acquisition

Systems Office, Acquisition Directorate.

J** 4iirr':+v?*e is the Enterprise Operations Directorate

Technical Executive.

.l***if*r l*f!*g is the lnnoVision Directorate Com-

munications Team Lead. She was Media Chief for

the Military District of Washington before returning to

NGA, where she worked previously in public affairs.

***i*!l* S*r*yii: is Co-Founder and CEO of Thetus

Corporation, a knowledge discovery and search soft-

ware company working with NGA on the GKB-P and

other geospatial semantic programs.

*+3*y 5i*r:=*:= is an lmagery and Geospatial Scientist

in the Office of the ChiefArchitect, Office of Geospatial-

lntelligence Management.

*€** {€*l**k* is a Lockheed Martin Systems Engineer

and a member of the Advanced Engineering team in

the IEC (lntegrated Exploitation Capability) program.

{3r" f***rti:r G*rsi*:t is the NGA Historian and Chief,

Corporate History Branch, Office of Corporate

Relations.

F*ike *+gg** rs the Director of the Office of Advanced

Geospatial lntelligence in NGAsAnalysis and Produc-

tion Directorate.

Lynne Puetz

U.S. Rep. Pete Hoekstra

Mark Schultz

Ed Mornston

John Doty

Joe Klimavicz

Jennifer Lafley

Alec Klatchko



J*fu* il. F**rri* was Director of the Central MASINT

Organization for five years before his departure to

a staff assignment with the Director of Central

lntelligence. For the past three years, he has

served Senior Advisor for MASINT and Advanced

Geospatial lntelligence in the Office of the Director,

NGA. He assumed the position Oct. 1 of Director of

the GEOINT-ONl R Transition Office.

A consultant for Booz Allen Hamilton, Jci:n Fia:di*y

supports lnnoVision's Basic and Applied Research

Office and the SBIR Program Manager.

ff*tt Ftei;:er, the managing editor of the Pathfinder, is a

formerArmy officer nowassigned to the Strategic Com-

munications Branch, Office of Corporate Relations.
John Findley

Matt Reiner
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Dr. Martin Gordon

Mike Geggus

Appreciation for
NGA's Gontribution
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SETS PRECEDENT
By Lynne Puetz, Director, Office of Amerrcas

ir::=.=:: he recent support NGA has

=|1.:j 

provided to our nation in the

.r-]= lvake of two historic hurricanes

has been unprecedented and viewed by
many customers as "settirrg the standard

for future geospatial-intelligence (GEO-

INT) responses to worldwide issues."

NCA supported scores of customers
in preparing for and responding to
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The broad
level of support included identifying
key infrastructure, accuratelv locating

+Es,-&ffi
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citizens in need, conducting clamage

assessments, monitoring ler-ee stabilitr,
issuing navigational adrrisories a1ld man\-

other actions.

NGA was on the ground at every key

customer location providing critical
information to first responders, national
agencies and the Department of Defense.

We organized across the Agency to provide
reach-back for customer needs 24 hours
a day.

Operations began before Katrina's waves

came ashore on the Gulf Coast Aug.29.
Three days earliel, analysts had forwarded
more than 100 graphics to clisis centers

pre-positioned to respond to the aftermath
of the disaster. These graphics depicted
the location of key infrastructures-air-
ports, hospitals, police and fire stations,

emergency operations centers,

hazardous r-r.raterjal locations, highr,r.ays

ancl schools.

\GA hacl been tr.rckir-rg the hurricane
before it blr-rsherl sc-ruthern Floricla on its

rva\- to tl-re Gr-rli of \lerico. As Katrina
veered torvarcl the Gr,rlf Coast, analr'sts

deploved al-read of tl-re l-u-rrricane rr-ith

regional teams of the Federal Energencr'
Management Agencr' (FE\ 1^\) to be avail-
able immediately. These analr'sts had full
access to NCA imagerl,, databases arrd

products and the ability to reacir back for

support from the greater NGA comrnr-rnitv

through the establishment of
a Crisis Action Team in

Bethesda, Md.
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The first thing NCA analysts did after the
hu rricane passed over the Cul f Coast was
to task new reconnaissance so they could
understand the extent of the damage.
Collecting and analyzing imagery from
National Technical Means (NTM), com-
mercial providers and available airborne
assets across the region, they provided
information to help deci sion-makers better
focus available resources to critical areas

of conceln.

It becan-re immediatelv apparent that the
disaster was worse than anything we
had seen on U.S. soil. The aftermath of
the combination of storm surge, wind,
rain and ongoing flooding was horrific.
The damaged area was larger than Great
Britain.

Analysts next turned their attentiorr to
30 counties and parishes, designated by
the FEMA, in the storm path. Analysts
examined the imagery closely for stranded
people, missing houses, flooding and
othei' signs of local emergencies. Analysts
in the Homeland Security Division deter-
mined that New Orleans and Hancock
County, Miss., stood out as the hardesthit,

Phata, by'Philficeabe

but they also focused on damage to key
petroleum pipelines, refi neries, offshore
drilling rigs and power plants throughout
the region.

To ansu.er lmmediate questions posed
by first responders, analysts focused on
outlirrir-rg ilood areas and identifying
erracnation routes. The volume of data
coming from all available sources allowed
NGA analr.sts to obtain the necessary
inforn'ration to assist our customers in
planning each step in the recovery pro-
cess. In all, Homeland Security analysts
looked al 167 kinds of data that our
A5;encv collects for its Homeland Security
Infrastructure Program. Primarily, they
comparecl stored data with current
imagery andupdated the currentsituation
witheachnew source. We provided copies
of this updated infrastructure program
data to coordinators of state geographic
information systems, who distributed it
Io state arrd local entitics.

Immediately after the hurricane, our
Commonwealth partners offered their

ffi
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assistance. Four imagery analysts arrived
from Australia, Canada and Great Britain
to work side by side in our footprint.
Their assistance proved invaluable to our
support efforts.

Analysts also worked closely with their
co-workers in the Source Operations
and Management Directorate to find all
sources available to improve analysis
and production capabilities. When they
look at a problem for a customeq, they try
to evaluate information from multiple
sources to get the best answer. Sometimes
a tip-off from one sensor will lead them to
task another to provide better information
to solve a customer's requirement.

***t€T'E*F= *p*r*tF::r** i Fi*€* r*
One of the critical roles NGA played
during the first few days of the search-

and-recovery phase was assisting the
FEMA Urban Search and Rescue teams

by ploviding a range of products to assist

1ocal police departments, fire departmet-rts

and rescue units in locating strat.rded

people or condu cting casua1t1. operations.
Our for.,r,ard-deplolred analysts recorded
locations of survivors for fo1low-on rescue

activities and identified potential staging
areas. This capability allowed a real-time
geospatial common operational picture,
shared by a variety of units irr the field
who desperately needed our expertise to
meet their mission needs.

Meanwhile, ar.ralysts in Bethesda looked
at the levee breaks to determine their
location and length. Next, they examined
the entire levee to check for additional
breaks and danger points. As a result,
they detected a potential new breach in
St. Bernard Parish, east of New Orleans,
l,r.hich the Arrny Corps of Engineers was
able to fir belore it became more serious,

averting more potential lives lost and
property damage.

Besides supporting FEMA, NGA sup-
ported the U.S. Northern Command
(NORTHCOM), the lead military unit,
and 80 other customers. NGAincreased its
Iiaison team at NORTHCOMh eadtluarters,

assigned analvsts to Camp Shelby, Miss.
to support Joint Task Force Katrina, and

pror.idecl additional support to the B2nd

Airborne Division, 1st Cavalry Division,
and 2nd Marine Expeditionary Force.
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Deployed NGA personnel supported the

82nd Airborne in search and rescue opera-

tions and Joint Task Force Katrina with
data on concentrations of displaced civil-
ians and casualties requiring evacuation.

In some cases, we helped find places

to relocate these displaced persons. We

identified a site in Louisiana-Camp
Minden-that would be suitable for a tent
city of 15,000 people. NCA also provided
information to helicopter crews looking
for hospitals that could take survivors,
providing geospatial awareness {irst
responders needed to save lives.

Fr:g=p** *F= €F:* *r***r:#
NGA analysts on the ground worked
from two mobile support stations called

Mobile Inte grated Geospatial-Intelligence

Systems (MIGS) or "NGAin a Humvee."
Deployed during the invasion of Iraq,

these units operate on their own power,

downloading imagery and graphics by
satellite and providing workstations for
on-the-spot analysis.

Before arriving on the Gulf Coast, the

deployed analysts had collected all the

map, infrastructure andimagery data avail-

able for the region and downloaded it into
laptops.

NGAalso deployed a Remote Replication
System, capable of printing out digital files

and hardcopy input as paper maps, to
meet the requirements of officials involved
on site in the recovery or in operational

planning. For the military, RRS personnel

downloaded copies of digital products
directly to their "thumb drives."

NCA officials used a contract clause to
make commercial imagery and geospatial

data available to state and local respond-

ers. In short, the Agency purchased all the

imagery collected by commercialvendors.

The Crisis Action Team immediately
made thjs imagery available to the federal

government, state and local governments,

and fi rst responders through NGA s World
Wide Web services.

€r,E: :*c-l'F:a 
"t" 
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Besides providing geospatial analysis,

NGA broadcast navigation safety mes-

sages for the U.S. Coast Guard. Due to
damage at District 8 Headquarters in
New Orleans, the Coast Guard had lost
the ability to provide communications to
their assigned area, the Caribbean Sea.

NGA assumed that responsibility for the

Coast Guard.

The World Wide Navigational Warning
Service inNGA s GlobalNavigationOffice
provided essential information about port
closures and waterway conditions, such as

blocked channels, oil leakage, damaged

oil platforms and grounded tank ships.

The Service also transmitted National
Weather Service messages to mariners at

sea, covering gaps in service due to local

outages. NGAhas continued to broadcast

operational warnings to customers,
including the U.S. Navy and Merchant
Marine, while Coast Guard systems are

fully restored.

The backup NGA provided rn'as unprec-

edented, according to the Chief of our
MaritimeDivision, Navy Capt. PaulHeim.
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"We normally broadcast warnings for the

Atlantic and Pacific, a function that dates

back to the turn of the century," Captain
Heim said. "But because of Katrir"ra, we

automatically kicked in to augment and

replacc the Coast Guard capability."

The Glob.'rl Navigation Office also
monitored airfields r,r,.ithin the affected

area as r,r,eil as those in the surrounding
alea designated to support relief efforts.

Aerclnautical analysts provided assess-

ments of conditiorrs at the airfields and

pror,'ided Noticcs to Airmen (NOTAMs)

and aerclnautical charts to military units
that deployed on shoi't notice.

E-::.=.-i=: i := f e=.;=.11s; a=_.-

As most of the Cit Coast from Alabama

to Teras recovers from Hurricanes Katrina
and Rita, NGA continues to play an

important role. For example, the Office

of Americas has been participatirrg in the

Photo by Rich Benjamin

analysis of all the affected industries in
terms of environmental cleanups that are

needed.

The Agency has beer-r given the authority
to reach across federal, state and local

governments to help peopie deal with the

disaster. We are providing direct suppolt
to many orgar-rizations, including the

White House, Corps of Engineers, Envir-
onmental Protection Agency, FEMA,

NORTHCOM and various other military
customer:s.

NGA s contributions are the result of a

phenomenal team effort from individuals
across the entirc organization. To quote the

Directot "Many, many people fromacross

NGA have pitched in and contributed to

this effort. You should know that our wolk
has been nclticed and appreciated-from
the Plesident to first responder; and all

ranks in between."
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At the same time, NGAcontinues prepar-
ing for disasters that will occur in the
future. In the wake of Hurricanes Katrina
and Rita, senior leaders are conducting
a thorough assessment of the Agency's
response. As part of this effort, employees

had been asked through NGAWeb pages

to provide feedback for improvements
with the goal of improving crisis and

disaster response inthe future. Employees

across the Agency have also responded

generously as individuals to victims of

the two disasters, helping out in count-
less ways, such as contributing to a

special appeal of the Combined Federal

Campaign.

With all the natural devastation our
country has been exposed to due to the

last two major hurricanes, and the outcry
of need from our federal and military
customers, NGA has reached a new level
of providing GEOINT-abaseline we will
build on to continue our transformation
for the future.
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,r ncomiums are due the National
"' Geospatial-Intelligence Agency

and the talented men and women
who not only are the muscle of the Agency,
but its soul. The Agency is now fulfilling
its promise of closer integration between
mapping and imagery analysis. This is
most gratifying to the Congress whic}1,

despite some healthy questions from time
to time, has supported the Agency fully
from its inception through what we might
term its "adolescent phase." Today, the
concept of one, integrated Agency has

come to feel quite natural, but it was not
always so. Indeed, onlylast springwas the
Agency able to announce that its Office
of Strategic Transformation was closing,
signaling a final shift from the planning
to the doing. The "doing" part may prove
to be the most challenging aspect for
NGA, and the Congress will be keeping
a watchful eye on the pace and scope of
these efforts.

While all the signs augured for a happy
union, arranging that marriage was not
easy. It took people of clear vision to
see that, despite the obstacles to be

overcome, the integration would prove
of inestimable value to our nation. In a

word, it took leadership, a commodity
in sometime short supply. It also took
open-mindedness and a dedication to
the mission on the par t of the workforce.
There was, first and foremost, a cultural
divide that had to be bridged.

Secrecy was the imagery analysis traditiory
inherited from the National Photographic
Interpretation Center. The watchword was
"need to know" and, above all, "protection

of sources and methods." Imagery came

initially from secret spy planes-the U2
and, late1, the SR-71 "blackbird." Their

very existence, much less their details
were closely held in special compart-
ments, as was the derived imagery and
imagery intelligence. Later, satellites and
satellite cameras were accorded the same

compartmented treatment. Contrast this
with the world of maps and charts, where
the sources are openly credited, their bona

t'ides available for inspection, to reinforce
the authoritative nature of the products.
Sadly, it took the tragedy of Sept. 71,2001

to reset the balance between secrecv and
sharing.

Technology jarred culture when, in the
middle of the last century, airborne and
space-borne imagery became the basis for
modern mapping, charting and geodesy.

Observe that an anagram of "geodesy" is
"God's eye." It was the God's eye view of
overhead imagery and its metric accuracy
that gave a tremendous boost to the world
of mapping. Before overhead imagery,
map inputs were the result of ground
survey-chaining distances, turning
angles, compass headings, triangulation
and metes and bounds. As NGA s history
points out, the U.S. geospatial intelligence
effort began in 1803 when President
Thomas Jefferson sent the Army's Lewis
and Clark expedition to explore and map
the recently acquired Louisiana Territory.
The Army, assisted by its contract civil-
ian scientists, supported the country's
westward expansion in that era, just as

the Agency's geospatial products support
national goals today.

Another cultural chasm to be bridged
was the distinction between being an
intelligence agency vice a part of a

military service, later a defense agency
dedicated to supporting the military
services. Employees of a civil agency, the
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National Photographic Interpretation
Centeq. ultimately had either to transfer
to the Department of Defense or give up
their career specialty and return to the
Central Intelligence Agency. Many of the
most talented, the most dedicated officers,
weathered the change. They adapted and,

while nostalgic at times, shifted their
allegiance to the new organization where
they helped shape today's hybrid culture,
which incorporates the "best in breed."

Even the defense mapping personnel that
NGA inherited comprised not a single
workforce but several, each with its own
work rules, pay scales, legal status and
subcultures. F{ere, too, over time the
importance of the mission, coupled with
firm leadership and employee dedicatiory
has eroded much of the distinction. Now,
NGA is well on the way to having one

harmonious workforce-a symphony
rather than a cacophony.

The workforce integration required dras-
tic changes to the information infrastruc-
ture. Computer networks that previously

rr, operated distinct from one another and at

, different security levels had to be rational-
r. ized and interoperability achieved. An

,: 'infrastructure that supported both had to

: 'be put in place. Prior to the merge4 each
, ,. of the major constituents-the Defense

,, Mapping Agency and the National
":if ,tll'+1'S,.1..' I Photographic Interpretation Center-had

" softcopy," especially when commercial
software offerings integrated vector and
rastermanipulation and display and "GIS"
became the "best of breed." As atestament
to the Agency's digital reach, Iast spring
a guided missile cruise4 the USS Cape St.

George (CG 71) sallied from its home port
in Norfolk, Va., without paper charts on
ihe bridge. Instead, it used an electronic
system with the Agency's Digital Nauti cal

Chart (DNC'!') as its primary navigational
system.

The Global Positioning System (GPS),

used by the USS Cape St. George-as
well as by every other military ship and
plane, civil aviation, commercial maritime
vessel, and many private automobiles and
boats-has allowed geospatial products to
enable or improve nearly every military
operation. CPS-guided weaponry, such

as the |oint Direct Attack Munitions,
dramatically changed the nature of
modern warfare, reducing by orders of
magnitude the number of munitions
and sorties necessary to destroy a target
and reducing collateral damage, as well.
More important, it has saved countless
U.S. service persons' lives by adapting a

"strategic" weapon to perform close air
support. The men and women of NGA,
justifiablyproud of this contribution, daily
earn the gratitude of every U.S. warrior
and their kin.

Not only does CPS add value to NGA s
products, the men and women of the
NGA have contributed materially to
improving the accuracy of GPS and all of
its applications. They run a set of tracking
stations rthich more accurately track the
GPS satellites inasmuch as the antenna
of each tracking station is, itself, more
precisely located. Indeed, it is estimated
that NGA knor,l.s precisely the distance
and direction from their antenna feeds to
the center of the Earth. And, the accuracy
is kept up using a model that accounts

for all tlre vagaries of time and tide, even
contir-rental drift.

i, ,1 ',,' r' e6rytputerized important parts of their
l.i :r respective operations. A needed upgrade

, * _,. , . o{ the original softcopy image-exploitation
",; ,r1.'capability provided the newAgency with

il l' ,,.i thecpgortunity to include in it a geospatial

" ,i . taolset, anticipating the integration
r of the imagery analysis and mappirLg
,. disciplines.

eqw
,=,,.= , . In retrospect the marriage of imagery

i:t,:.i.i,, 
-unul)tsis and mapping was inevitable

.,'r;i.:fuedstock to ground surveys. But, another

.-i Floqitions omen was the development of
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NGA inherited limited acquisition, or
program management, capability from its
constituent parts, the Defense Mapping
Agency and the National Photographic
Interpretation Center. In each case, pre-

vious upgrades to the workhorse in-
formation systems of its forebears were

developed by the National Reconnaissance

Office and/or the Defense Mapping
Agency. This lack of native acquisition
capability was particularly worrisome-
both to the Director of Central Intelligence
and to the Congress-because theAgency
had to prepare itself for two new genera-

tions of imagery satellites. These would
overtax theAgency/s capacity and prevent
the U.S. from realizing the full value of
those satellite investments.

In the event (Congressional urging), firm
leadership and a dedicated workforce
prevailed. NGAnow has a strong acquisi-

tion corps, of which it can be proud.
Indeed, the Agency is embarked on an

unparalleled modernization program,
GeoScout, which upgrades further its
enterprise-level information systems.

GeoScout will transform the Agency's
people, processes and technology. It
involves improving corporate operations

and staff knowledge, skills and abilities,

and streamlining the way the personnel

do their jobs, tradecraft and business

practices. To keep it that way, GeoScout

also involves rapid-technology insertion
and upgrading.

Today, computer systems have a short
half-life. They come and go several times

during the tenure of career employees.

And, organizations reconfigure and mis-
sions evolve. The workforce is subjected

to continual change and we expectit to pro-
vide the needed stability. NGA, with hearty

Congressional endorsement, has invested

in continuous training and retraining,
without which employee options would
be severely restricted and their long-term
contributions reduced. Wise employees

take full advantage of these opportunities
for both classroom education and diverse

on-the-job experiences. As the mapping =€

and imagery disciplines have converged, ft
the shrewd employees are the "switch =
hitters"-those who have worked iry and :
mastered,bothcrafts.Workforceplanning, #
retention and continuous improvement 

=are especially important as the Agency #

tries to iron out the results of an earlier
downsizing with an accelerated hiring
rate irr the wake of Sept. 11,2007.

Among the most visible personnel of
NGA are those engaged in consumer
outreach-ship riders, those assigned to
the military commands, and those who
go forward as and when the need arises.

They all getuniformlyhighmarks and their
Agency should value this experience. As ffi
junior officers who have taken advantage

of this opportunity rise to senior leadership

positions they will perform the better for
it. There is really no substitute for having
lived with those n'ho use your products.

Users of the Agency's products have

traditionally been the U.S. military
and the foreign intelligence apparatus.

Increasingly important, now and for the

foreseeable future, are the needs of home-

land security, which include domestic as

well as foreignneeds, civil support as well
as military. Of course, NGA has always

provided domestic support for national-
security events and civil support in the

event of major disasters. In fact, as this is
being writteru NCA is supporting relief
efforts for Hurricane Katrinaby providing
imagery and geospatial products and

support for areas in and around the cities

of New Orleans, Mobile, Ala. and Culfport
and Biloxi, Miss.

The nation owes a debt of gratitude to the

loyal men and women of NGA. This is an

Agency that is now "getting it together."

Of course, NGA is not yet perfect-no
organization ever is-so its officer, rank
and file and leadership, must continue

its deftness in meeting the unknowns of
tomorrow while enabling the national
security today.
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By Mark Schultz, Director, Offfice of Corporate Relations

':r:., he game has changed. It will

' terrorism, tracking the develop-
mentand proliferationof weapons of mass

destruction, protecting our homeland,
and enabling the synthesis, interpretatiory
and visualization of information-all of
this is dramatically increasing the fidelity
and mix of content NGA must deliver. In-
telligence problems have become globally
diffused-challenging our reach. Targets

are smaller, dynamic, and fleeting-
challenging our omni-presence. The

adversary is often a non-state actor
without readily apparent facilities or easily

observable signatures-complicating our
search. And those we do know hide their
equipment in urban environments, caves,

and underground. They take increasing

advantage of concealment and denial and

deception-challenging our methods and

m.eans.

The playing field has shifted. It will
continue to shift. The rate of change is

increasing. It will accelerate as the world
discovers the power of geospatial intelli-
gence to inform information consumption
and decision making. NCA support to

those responding to Katrina dem onstrated

that power. Google Eartho and Microsoft
Virtual Earth'D and other capabiiities like
these, are driving thebusiness of geospatial

intelligence forward by opening a realm
of technical possibilities.

The rule book has been rewritten. The

World Wide Web, commercial and foreign
imagery and now geospatial visualization
has shifted the symmetry. Adversaries can

reach, understand and exploit information
content easier than in the past. The previ-
ously hidden and hard to obtain is now
available atthe clickof amouse. Speed and

utility matter now more than ever before;
and utility is only maintained by staying
forever agile. National Security depends

on the Nation's ability to make correct
decisions faster than our adversaries.

Geospatial Intelligence is a critical enabling

capability toward that end. Therefore, the

work and how we perform it must change

at the speed of technology.

In response, NGAis looking out six hours,

six days, six months, one yea4 three years,

ten years, and twenty years. Through the
employment of tools and technologies

developed by industry and ourselves we
are creating capabilities in near real-time
as we respond to crisis demands from
disaster recovery to terrorist localization.
We are expanding our interface to our
customers and the world through industri-
ous arrangements with imagery and web

service pror,.iders. And we are engaging
the most progressive among us to remake

our approach to technology insertion,
advancing our capabilities on time cycles

of months, not years.

F=4*a=* ?*=** ** **i:G**S
&*e**s t* GF*€f€€
We set the bar high for ourselves. Opera-
tion Iraqi Freedom, the War on Terrorism,

and Hurricane Katrina proved the power
of GEOINT. Now we must serve it up with
a capability equivalent to the strength of its

content. Demand for our data, knowledge,
and service has moved beyond the limita-
tions of our web pages. Nothing short of a

full web services capability will meet the

need. We must take full advantage of our
holdings, our portal and "killer app" like
PalanterrarNl. Our objective is to establish

and continually mature an enterprise
interface ofloosely coupled and federated

applications. This requires a fundamental
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shiftinourbusiness approach andmission
execution. We must migrate interoper-
ability from the data level to the service
level. Speed and agility matter. Speed and

agility canbe achieved notby creating the
perfect data or remaking the data to meet

the emerging need but by recombining
data in new ways to achieve new results.
That is done at the service application
layer. It is enabled by inter-operable ap-

plications and technically smart analysts.

Moreovel, we can and must enabie access

to databases wherever they reside, to
whoever needs them. Everything we do in
this service domainmustbeextensible and

scaleable, employing today's technology,
not yesterday's. We will take advantage

of our labs and usher in a renewed era

of development that operationalizes
new technology at the speed of the need,

method or mode. All of this is possible and
in reach. A first capability is achievable
in six months and a full capability in two
years. The end result will be an intuitive

and immedi ately a daptable web capability
that enhances the power and utility of
GEOINT by enabling real-time actionable
intelligence.

Et'* F€*€ Y**r F*ti-er':e g=**
We mustbecome more than a web service

provider. We must move beyond our
heritage approach. When collection assets

were limited it made sense to make tasking
job one. Therr we only had to readout the

imagery to get the intelligence correct. It
made sense to tightly couple tasking, pro-
cessing, exploitation, and dissemination
(TPED) capability to a specific collection
system. But no more.

Speed and agility matter. We can no longer
rely on a single platform to deliver the
intelligence necessary to meet the need. It
is the complimentary nature of our entire

sensor arrd platform suite that delivers
capability. Optimization across this sensor

and platform suite is key. Conflation must
occur at the point of optimization. Tipping
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and cueing and informingmustbe tempo-
rally synchronized. So, when it comes to

data and information generation, only a

coverage, web enabled TPED architecture

makes operational sense. There is nothing
trivial about the challenge of converging
ongoing programs into our GeoScout ef-

fort. It is focused in the area of our business

that draws on our deepest scientific and

mathematical expertise. It requires the

most rigorous and often unique, technical

solutions and, programmatic processes

continue to impede end objectives. We

must focus, criticaliy focus, our effort
toward moving the data and information
generationsector of ourbusiness forward.
And we must move it forward in a way
that optimizes this technical domain. We

must do this while enabling existing and

emerging sensors to compliment each

other in shorter and shorter conflation
cycles.

Full stream processing is a key to our
success. It will greatly improve speed

and agility. And, it will require different
relationships with our source providers.
We will require upstream processing
inserted at the point of optimization and

for some functionality, that may be in the

source providers' part of the image stream.

We need today, and will require tomorrow,

sensor-to-sensor cueing.

Looking down stream, where possible

we must eliminate the need for analysis,

enabling information flow directly from
the sensor to the situational awareness

screen or to the waiting application or to
the Geospatial-Intelligence Knowledge
Base (GKB) data layer. Speed matters,

we must unburden the analyst from the

routine of counting or extracting things
that machines can handle. NGA's most

critical asset-our talented analytical
people, can then be redeployed to the

difficultproblems of the new game. Ittakes

deep analytical expertise to know that
one is watching a terrorist in a Predator

real-time streaming video and not some

innocent civilian. We must provide our
officers with the analytical time to build
and maintain this expertise. And we must
give them the tools to make such work
efficient. Tools like data mining, Bayesian

belief nets and other predictive analytical
techniques willincrease the speed, richness

and completeness of our output.

ffi*e*E=i=g #*€ * W**l **y**=d
**e*v*et€i**=*l #**h**= & ffi**t=*
Continually building the agility to respond

in time, space, and reach is the focus of
our technical and analytical challenge.

Expanding our access to and employment
of new sensors and platforms rvill continue

to be foundational-first to agility and

second to speed. It is the exploitation
and conflation of complimentary source

capabilities that will enable us to fill the

voids created by the "new game."

Increasingly, we are expanding our sensor;

spectral, spatial, and temporal diversity.
Agility enabling sources like multi-spec-

tral, hyper-spectral, laser and video are

being complimented by unconventional
synthetic imagery. These advanced tech-

niques enable multidimensional views
and reveal indicators not normally up-

parent. Literal interpretation of source

imagery is giving way to non-literal
techniques and advanced methods. Ad-
vanced Geospatial Intelligence is bringing
certainty to conclusions that in the past

were only probable.

Multi-dimensional pattern recognition
is emerging as multiple sources and
advanced methods are applied to difficult
problems. In time, these techniques will
help the analyst anticipate actiory bringing
new problem solving input to the decision

maker. The confirming value of imagery

will be enhanced.

New sensors also improve speed and depth

of holdingsby enabling automatic change

detection, automatic feature extractiory

20



and automatic tipping and cueing. These

same sensors are filling data voids that in
the past could not evenbe considered. The

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission proved
this approach. And there are new collection
and processing techniques providing data
volumes at rates not previously thought
achievable. This pace of change wiil only
accelerate.

Equally important to expioiting existing
and emerging sensors and platforms is our
ability to reach and exploit existing data

sets. We mustbe able topullthese data sets

in or reach out to them with distributed
computing. Returning conflatable views
and uses is our aim. Co-registration of
data with data, data with imagery and
imagery with imagery will continue to
be a challenge as open source becomes

an increasingly important contributor
and as no-metric platforms continue to
proliferate.

The long term utility of the GKB will be

determined by its ad aptability to emergin g

needs and data types. Data generation is

expensive, and switching costs associated

with database design mustbe eliminated.
In a service approach to problem solving,
data must be available when and where

it is needed. We must design our systems

to protect our investment in data and to
enable agility and speed.

Ar** ?he ffi*s* *f t3r* St*ryu

First and foremost, meeting these chal-
lenges will require people, thinking and
acting people. NGA s analysts have an

immediate critical need for tools and
capabilities. Enabling them will spring-
board their already strong advancement

of GEOINT to meet the challenge of the

new game. Developers, engineers and

scientists have an immediate critical need
for streamlined processes. Freeing them of
process drag will enable the thinking time
to achieve systems designed to change and
greatly accelerate technology insertion.

Even as this admittedly inadequate look
at technical challenges is being drafted the
game, playing field, and rule book are all
changing. That rate of change will only
accelerate. In the final anaiysis only the
utility of our products and service will
matter. And that utility will be built on
the strength and depth of our science, our
knowledge, and ourinformation. Enabling
ourselves to meet emerging needs on ever
diminishing timelines is key.
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NGA and USJFCOM
to Form Partnership
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ners in the National System for
Geospatial-Intelligence is

absolutely critical on the

battlefield. But, to be

. trulysupportiveof
the warfighter

and remain
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GETTING TEGHNOLOGY
€* €** %#*tr€€g*€*-
By Ed Mornston, Deputy Military Executive

=TE 
ast winter, i had the privilege

=tr to serve with our geospatial-
a==1-..n:=;:r;intelligenceanalystsinAf ghani-

stan while they worked side by side

with our military partners fighting in the

GlobalWaronTerrorism. This deployment
provided me with firsthand insights into
our customers' operations that make me

very passionate about our Agency's sup-
port to this war and even more impressed

with the capabilities of our analysLs and

the value they bring to the battlefielcl.

The Global War on Terrorism is well-
named because this truly is an epic battle
against terrorist networks that are not
limited to a pariicular region.l his war is

deadly, it is asymmetric and it is rapidly
changing. These types of combat opera-

tions slretch oLrr military forces both irr

terms of physical demands on soldiers

and their equipment, but also in ternrs o[
the vision and capabilities needed to fight
against adversaries who operate at the

confluence of terrorism, insurgency and

perhaps weapons of mass clestrucfion.

Geospatial inteiligence (GEOINT)

provided by NCA and our part-

understand how GEOINT a major combat
multiplier, must adaptto the environment
in which U.S. and coalition forces are

operating, and how we should interact
with them to deliver these enhanced

capabilities.

For the purposes of this article, I will focus

on th ree thoug,h ls abou t otrr rnilitary pa rt-

ners and their operations and how these

insights should guide NCA on interacLing

with military commarrders and operators

in forward-deployed locations.

i]=r. *.. t":i*. a:"".".8.:

The first thought is that to bring new

capabilities to our military partners, r,r'e

must truly and completely understand
the contert in which they exist and the

errvironrnent in which they operate. Our
military is fu1ly engaged and very much
focused on the deadly fi ght thai consu me:
their attention. The major combat elements

of each of the services have been deployed
into combat at an unrelenting pace for the

past three years, and there is no end in
sight. Our forces are either on their v,'ay

to fight, in the fight, or returning from
long and difficult deployments. And, this
fight is new and different. It pits us against

a very smart, disciplined enemy that is
causing our military to rapidly adapt arr.i

then readapt.

We must keep at the front of otrr nrin.l.
that the military is paying a deal price rr
this war in terms of loss of life arrd liir','r.

and that these sacrifices are alrr-ar-: r er'-.

much on the minds of or-rr rvaliig]",ter..

Knowing that ottl militarr- !. nrir-.<r':

are ver\ de.rr'' lrr :

capaL-'i1itr th...:

help ir'..:,ffi"%{-
ffi.
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fight in the future, but very much focused

on current operations is an important piece

element of situational awareness that we

must keep in mind about our partners.

Fl**# *<* EE=*a=+ *:=p*fuEi6?i**<

The second thought is that'lr'e must deter-

mine, working closely with our military
customers, what capability they truly need

and will make them more effective. The

cl-ralienge with this is that neither party
has a firm grasp of how to work in each

other's sphere of influence.

At NGA, we need to fully understand the

operational environment and doctrirral

principles by which our forces fight. As

mentioned above, this war is very different

from others irr whichwehave foughg and is

further complicatedby the speed atwhich
new techniques and innovative methods

are introduced to the battlefield by both

friendly and threat forces. Understanding

the dynamics of this war is not easy, and

+i:j;:i.:;.,'r.,

is even harder as a national Agency that

is largely based in the continental United

States.

Working to develop an understanding
of our partners is necessary because, in
general, they need help in being able to

communicate effectively r'.ith us about

their needs. In essence, warriors don't
know what they don't know about CEO-

INT, and we are inthe same situation about

setting up a snap traffic control point in
Ar Rarndi, Iraq or raiding a suspected ter-

rorist compound in Khowst, Afghanistan.

Only by working together can we get into
each other's space to understand how to
bring greater capability to the fight.

*i= r:**u€**** F*f a.:i:*::* E :**#*q**€*
My third thought is that pure and stand-

alone technology solutions are difficult to

integrate into a situation in which military
forces are concentrating on other fights. We

should strive to deliver a well-packaged

,,r'!{J:l
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capability that can be added to ongoing

operations without major disruption.
For instance, a hardware or software

upgrade, new tool or new concept should

be matched with the concept of operations

by which it will work" a detailed training
package, a maintenance plan, and all of
the other elements that make using the

new capability "user friendly."

These three points lead us to conclude

that NGA must become extremely well-

organized and coherent, and compel us to

presentourideas inatight, focusedmanner

that will make warfighers more effective

and capable. Approaching a military cus-

tomer with a less than fully coordinated,

thought-out idea at this point is not helpful
and may not be well received.

Eff*rE<i*tg ?*"rr**g*t S*T* i* K*gu

Our view into the warfighters'true needs

should be through our forward-deployed

personnel, NGA Support Teams (NSTs),

and the regional and functional offices in
the Production and Analysis Directorate

who are linked directly to military forces.

We need to leverage the knowledge that

we gain as an Agency from having people

forward and a Production and Analysis

element that works with the customer

on a daily basis. They are shoulder to

shoulderwiththosewhom we are tryingto
understand and support. The knowledge

that is gained from living and working
in the same time zone and oPerating

conditions as our partners, and walking
in their combat boots, is a very unique,

invigorating experience, and one that gives

us insights into their needs.

The key to bringing a coherent and

well-targeted plan for enhanced GEOINT

capabiiities to those who are very busy is

to work through our NGA Support Teams

that have a full-time, enduring, deep re-

lationship with the combatant commands

and units in the field. Our NSTs, as our

Agency's element that is charged with

managing all aspects of our interactions 
=with the commands, must not only be t

consulted with on technology issues, they €
must concur that bringing a capability

=and proposing it to a customer is the right *
thing to do and fits into the command's m

battle rhythm. The NSTs must be the F

clearinghouse for all technology ideas and

enhancements that we propose.

5tryker Br*gad* **briefSr:g
A great example of interacting with a

warfighter who brings the situational
awareness that is crucial to NGAoccurred
recently when NGA had an opportunity
to debrief Army Chief Warrant Officer

Jason Feser, topographic chief in the 1st g
Brigade, 25th Inf antry Division. Currently

operating in Iraq, this unit was one of the

first two brigades to make the transition

into the lightea more mobile Stryker

Combat Vehicles. Our discussion with
Chief Feser resulted from a long-standing

relationship that was established through

the Army NST at Fort Lewis, Wash. and

the Future Warfare Systems Office of
NGA's InnoVision Directorate. It included

approximately 100 NGA personnel from
the InnoVision Directorate, U.S. Central

Command reach-back team, Office of
Central and Southwest Asia NGA College,

Military Executive and others.

Chief Feser brought to us a feel for the

battlefield, the role of GEOINT, and the

challenges in serving the operators and

trigger-pullers, who, he reminded us, are

the real customers. Many of Chief Feser's

discussion points centered on chalienges

related to dissemination, data standards

and data content.

E*'rp*r*tcv*s t*r Gffi #3F€9

When we think about what warfighters

need in terms of enhanced capabilities, ihe

issue of bridging the "last tactical mile"

is near the top of most discussions. Com-

manders and operators onthe ground mav

not use these words, but r'r'hen rr-e listen
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closely to what they are describing, many
times the challenges involve dissemina-
tion. Getting high-end, dense GEOINT
into the hands of "disadvantaged users"
who are well forward on the battlefield
is the issue that many commanders feel
is the next big step in GEOINT support
to operations.

At higher levels of command, an improved
capability for persistent surveillance,
new sensor types and new exploitation
techniques are often mentioned as

desired capabilities. New sensor types
(phenomenologies) will greatly expand the
spectrum of radiant sources. Combining
these new sources with new exploitation
techniques will allow us to steal secrets in
current and future combat environments.
Horvever, as we think about making our
military forces more capable, we mustkeep
in mind that technology is not a panacea
and must always be developed in concert
with our people and processes.

F*ppi:*g irtt* €h*'#*r*q€*r**
Much of the information that is critical
to victory on the battlefield has been

developed and is knownby NGAexperts.
We need to match our business model
to the collaborative tools and processes
that exist and are being used by military
commands. This will allow us to bring
the entire NGA enterprise into the fight.
Many commanders in our military are

struck with the growing realization that
our network must be better than the
terrorist's network and we must share all
information accurately and quickly if we
are to prevail in this fight.

In my estimatiory the greatest capability
we canprovideto those who are fightingis
the full range of NGA s existing GEOINT
expertise that resides in our analysts and
workforce who are notforward- deployed.
Because many commands are becoming
more reliant on GEOINT and are increas-
ingly innovative in how they employ
our tradecraft in combination with the
power of other intelligence disciplines,
the proactive engagement and push of
ideas, expertise and products from our
home-station analysts is crucial. This can
happen because the ability now exists to
connect analysts at different NGA sites to
personnel in the field with the customer.

It is crucial that at NGA we get this right.
I believe that the key to developing and
integrating GEOINT capabilities lies in
our intense study of those whom we want
to help, and in a very tightly organized
plan to integrate these capabilities into
their operations. NGA is performing
magnificently on the battlefield with our
warfighting partners. Our analysts and
other members of our workforce are true
heroes and recognized as such in the field.
We must learn from their experiences. It is
necessary that we continue to aggressively
enable our military forces to win this fight
because our foes are targeting our families
and our freedoms.
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By John Doty, Joe Klimavicz and Jennifer Lafley

r. , ntelligence Community (IC) leaders
har.e made it clear that there must
be much more information sharing

across organizational and functional lines.
At the same time, the efforts of NGA
analysts, customers and partners are too
often slowed by navigation through vari-
ous systems, procedures and functions to
gather information before actually doing
their work.

To maximize the availability of data
and capabilities, the transformation of
the National System for Geospatial,
Intelligence (NSG) is, before anything
else, an integration function. It is also

preparation for an environment in which
much more source data is available to
analysts and users.

A key transformational change in NGA
business operations is the consolidation
of contracts for system processes and
functions. With a prime contractor and
team of subcontractors, existing systems

are integrated with each other and future
NSG elements. The consolidated contract
vehicle for the acquisition of systems and
their integration into a larger national
system is called GeoScout. The contract
vehicle to consolidate operations and
sustainment of systems, technology and
services is called Information Technology /
Information Services.

5 a=fr*s{r**€*r* **=:*s Firsg

NGA s Information Technology Strategic
Plan outlines clear, comprehensive, enter-
prise-wide strategies. As NGAimplements
the plary theAgencyis shifting fromtightly
coupled, inflexible hardware, software
and data systems to open systems that
allow applications to "ride" across a core

infrastructure.

r0

-l

=z
o
IT:

vNGA s Enterprise Operations Director,
ate is working in partnership with the
Acquisition Directorate, Security and
Installation Operations Directorate and
core contractors to evolve a holistic enter-
prise infrastructure that ensures fail-safe
business continuity and processing on
demand across the NSG. Thattransformed
infrastructure will be fully digital, self-
aware, self-reporting, self-healing and
self-sustaining. Users will have self-service

and instanf real-time access to geospatial
intelligence (GEOINT).

Replacing old infrastructure and improv-
ing access to information services comes

first. Several projects under way to:

, Modernize administrative and secure

phone systems, ensuring that every
desk has a phone with voice mail and
all secure phones are interoperable
with IC partners;

on a four-vear cycle (and laptops
on an as-needed basis) to guarantee
cost-effective, reliable employee
productivity;

Automate probiem reportin g through
automatic call distribution in rn'hich

callers with specific problems are

referred to the appropriate experts
through automated telephone or \\'et
options;

.'..' Improve NGANet inter-buiidins
reliability and availability through a

network stabilization initiatir-e;

',',, Establish robust, high-speed cam:ili
networks to support increasecl c..--

lection capacities and reliabr,:t'.
requirements;

I
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Consolidate data storage into two data

centers and migrate holdings from

various sites to those centers, reduc-

ing cost, providing redundancY and

ensuring continuity of operations;

Develop and implement automated

problem detection and resolution for

the NSG infrastructure;

Enhance the performance of legacY

production systems.

Arelated component of the NSG objective

architecture is access. The NGAPortal-the
first step toward collaboration across the

NSG-provi des access to GEOINT throu gh

Web-based multiple-security-level selvers.

Integrating existing and new content, the

NGA Poltal will become the single entry

point for customer and user access to NCA
information and services.

la* 
= 
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The Acquisition Directorate is home to

contracting officers who administer
contracts throughout NGA, engineers

who develop requirements and control

processes, and program managers who

delirrer system elements through acquisi-

tion projects. As manager of the GeoScout

conttact, the Acquisition Directorate is

directly accountable for delivery of the

transformed NSG with critical attention to

cost, schedule, performance and risk.

Because the transformation is a monu-

mental task, GeoScout delivers integrated

capability in sets or biocks (and irrcrements

of blocks). In Block 1, the focus is on

upgrading NGA and NSG infrastructure

as necessary to support subsequent

integration efforts. Block 1 deliveries

are weli under way, with increments on

schedule for installation and integration.

Achievement of these Block 1 successes

has been possible only through close

coordination between Enterprise Opera-

tions and Acquisition in a joint unit that

oversees infrastructure deveiopment.

In Block 2, the focus is on managing

informaLion and its sources (the holdings

:
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and source elements of the objective
architecture). The delivery of prototype
capabilities in the next year will allow the
NSG community to participate in their
development. These near-term prototypes
involve several key areas:

,'. Visualization-the capability to over-
lay various information sets onto a

geospatially referenced base and apply
various tools to the analysis process,

.',. Needs management-the generation

and decomposition of intelligence
information needs through the inte-
gration of tools that identify discrete
requirements,

Workflow management-the use of
new and existing capabilities to create

transformation workfl ows, especially
in the production and discovery of
CEOiNT.

In Block 3, the NSG will approach its
objective architecture, or end state.

*:'e*er€* a: g E:eerg F *g F**fir ct*6*g i**
NGA Director retired Air Force Lt. Gen.

James R. ClapperJr. has created anlndustry
Interaction Program to ensure appropriate
access for companies to introduce their
capabilities and new technologies. The

program provides a formal, disciplined
process for interaction with industry and
ensures consistency in approach across

the Agency.

As NGA s proponent for research and
development, the InnoVision Directorate
surveys emerging technologies, methods

and capabilities in GEOINT and allied
fields and identifies key candidates for in-
clusion in the NSG. Directorate personnel
work closely with the GeoScout program
on various initiatives to insert emerging
capabilities into the transformed NSG.

InnoVision personnel have designed a 'u

flexible technology-insertion process to i
accommodate the great variety of tech- :E

nologies that flow into the baseline. The l
path and speed by which a capability is 

=inserted depend on such factors as type of T
technology, target-user environment, and
urgencyof need. Decisions ontechnology-
insertioninvestments are madeby a Rapid
Innovation Council. For more information
aboutthe Council, read the separate article
in this issue.

A key effort is the Geospatial-Intelligence

Knowledge (GKB), featured in the

|anuary-February 2005 Pathfinder. The

GKB is part of a larger concept-
Knowledge Management (see sidebar on -
page 30).

#SG il:':* St*€*
Collaboratiory a key component of analy-
sis, will increase opportunities for subject
matter experts to engage across national,
agency and discipline lines. Elements of
collaboration introduced in GeoScout
Blocks 1. and 2 will mature as they move
toward the NSG final form.

In GeoScout Block 3, the NSG will ap-

proach its steady state-transformed to
respond at a faster operational tempo to
the larger volumes of data available and
the evolved needs of the GEOINT com-
munity. The GKB-engine of theintegrated
information environment-will be fu11r.

operational. Persistent surveillance-con-
tinual monitoring and collection-r,r'i11
enable the NSG to operate at an entire

new level of effectiveness. And emerging

Iechnologies r,r'ill have an avenue ior
insertion into the national svstem.
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Knowledge Management
and the GKB
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prioritizing and providing resources for
emerging technologies and other innova-
tions that could not have been accounted
for wi thin the Agency's two-year program
planning cycle.

The innovation expenditures being made
by the RIC are generally required within
5-18 months.In the pasf funding for insert-
ing break-through innovations had to be
reallocated from other planned efforts.
The RIC now manages the distribution

#**Fre*€€ #scs*r#ffi ffi**$#
€**€re ffi *€ *#Re € $=E€* r*H **
By Colby Harmon

aking advantage of the accelerat-
' ingpaceofadvancingtechnology

requires an equally rapid means

of assessing and deploying innovations
as they emerge. NGA has established a

Rapid Innovation Council (RIC) to meet
this challenge.

Endorsing the plan for standing up the
RIC, NCA Director retired Air Force Lt.
Gen. |ames R. Clapper Jr. said, "I am very
committed to strengthening the manner in
which ftie manage innovation."

The RIC is a formal cross-directorate
executive forum chaired by the Technical
Executive and comprised of the line-
organization directors, the Military Execu-

tir.e, the Financial

Management Di-
rectorate and the
Office of Geospa-

tialManagement.
The Council is
the governance
mechanism for

of NGA funds that have specifically been

set aside to enable technology-insertion
activities related to the initial implementa-
tion and sustainment of new, high-value
innovations.

The RIC Support Team recommends spe-

cific technology insertions after assessing

the maturity, suitability and other factors
related to individual technology-i nsertion
candidates. Co-chaired by the Deputy
Technical Executive and the NGA Chief
Architect the Support Team has broad
representation from Agency organiza-
tions involved in planning, developing,
acquiring, implementing and sustaining
new technologies. A Technology Assess-

ment Group comprised of enterprise
en gineering contractors conducts rigorous
assessments of each proposed innovation
for the Support Team.

By improving NGA's effectiveness in
carrying out the technology insertion,
the RIC is shortening the time from an

innovation's discovery to its first use in
operations. Equally important is the act of
identifying shortfalls in NGA capabilities
that will most affect the Agency's abilitv
to serve its customers now and in the

future. One of the toolsbeingdeveloped to
support gap analysis is the NSG Capabilitr
Roadmap, which links identified capabil-
ity needs to resource allocations. Another
important ongoing development is the

Enterprise Technology Roadmap, rt'hich
will link candidate technology insertions
to capability needs.
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By Alec Klatchko

he volume and diversity of
geospatial intel ligence (GEOINT)

data is rapidly multiplying.
Vastly greaternumbers of pixels arebeing

pi'oduced from an increasing variety of

sources langing from National Technical

Means to commercial satellite imagery to

handheld collectors and more. Further

complicating the situation are the many

different formats of image data being
produced-gray scale, color, multiband
and more.

On the other end of the imagery thread, the

number of end-users is increasing due to

the availability of affordable, high-quality
imagery exploitation systems based on

open-standard commercial off-the-shelf

products. NGA s diverse customers range

from imagery scientists condu cting highly
detailed scientific analyses to customers

who can accommodate only small subsets

of original data due to system and connec-

tion limitations.

In an effort to address the volume and

diversity of imagery, Congress in 2001

directed NGAto take the lead jn develop-

ing imagery infrastructures to exploit the

opportunities provided by an emerging

data compression standard: the Joint
Photographic Experts Group $PEG) 2000

compression format. In the commercial

world, JPEG2000 product lines promise to

hold a very large presence. Existing imag-

ery compression formats had prerriously

addressed the issues of size, diversity and

volume. However, these formats can only

be applied ad hoc and do not allow NGA
to acl-rieve infrastructure integration.

With ,[PEG2000, NGA has expanded
the methods of managing, distributing
and exploiting GEOINT data to achieve

infrastructure integration in a cost-

effective manner that preserves criti-
cal metrics for quality, timeliness and

performance.

l** Fr*gr== €=k*= i-*=*
NGA's Integrated Exploitation Capabil-

ity (IEC) Program and its contractor,
Lockheed Martin Corp., have taken a

leadership role in introducing JPEG2000

to IEC customers and vendors. The IEC

is a large digital information exploitation

system that relies on current and emerging

commercial technology. It replaced aged

government-built digital and film-based

imagery processing and analysis systems

that used specialized software coupled
with engineered hardware.

IEC Program engineers assisted vendors

in developing a JPEC2000 capability into
their product lines. At the same time, they

adapted JPEG2000 to IEC performance

standards to ensure smooth functioning
of the exploitation chain with the new

image-compression format. MITRE, a

not-for-profit company chartered to work
solely irr the public interest, provided
erpertise in JPEG2000, and the government

National Imagery Transmission Format

Standards Technical Board provided
expertise in standards management.

Following an exhaustive assessment of ap-

plicable commercial off-the-shelf products,

program managers selected Unisearch's

Kakadu tools as the best fit for the needed

tasks. Kakadu is a product of Dr. David
Taubman of the University of New South

Wales in Australia.

The structure of JPEG2000 accommodates

many choices on decode (converting

the image from a compressed state to
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a viewabie state) which IEC explored
arralytically and through benchmarking.
The results enabled IEC engineers to direct
performance improvements inthe decode
sequence to vastly improve the visual
rendering of imagery with a smooth and
continuous roam.

**€€eu*'e s* Fr*ei€€ess #* c=*iE€

Early analysis and benchmarks revealed
that the originally intended form of
]PEG2000 imagery was not suitable to a

timely and robust exploitation of large

JPEC2000 images. The IEC and MITRE
engineers jointly discovered that by
rearranging the compressed form of the

JPEG2000 code stream to a more efficient
progression-ordering sequence, the
required performance was achievable.
This solution identified required changes
to Kakadu. The changes were relayed to
Taubman, who refined Kakadu with dra,
matic results. IEC engineers then shared
their results with the commercial software
providers, who were able to demonstrate

greatly improved JPEG2000
performance.

Sensor Systems, the manu-
facturer of the Electronic
Light Table, RemoteView pro,

accelerated the implementa-
tion of Kakadu. A company
team was able to demon-
strate operational workfl ows
against very large iPEG2000
images essentially identical
to non-JPEG2000 encoded
data. Demonstrations of the
light-table prototype at last
year's IEC Users Conference
resulted in very positive user
comments, many noting the
capability for fast and smooth
roams.

Some JPEG2000 issues remain
ahead of NGA. The great strength of the
IEC Program is the ability to apply widely
available products and technologies to
the specialized needs of our end-users
while facilitating the strategic goals and
transformation of NGA.

The IEC leverages progress made in the
WindowsTM realm to deliver cost effec-
tive-solution s for JPEG2000 performance,
especially with the state-of-the-art dual
Xeon CPU workstations, high-speed
buffers, and high-end graphics cards.
Unfortun ately, a similar JPEG2000 techrro-
logical performance solution on the UNIX
baseline is not currently available. The IEC
Program is recapping all IEC-provided
UNIX workstations to Windows worksta-
tions, with a completion date of Sept. 30,

2006 projected.

GEOINT expl oitation is now we1 1-posture d
for the forthcoming ]PEG2000 char-rge in
the community's imagery architeciure,
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By Dr. Martin K. Gordon

he Corpolate History Branch re-

cently completed the first exhibit
on the Vietnam War for the NGA

Museum in St. Louis. Before preparation
of this exhibit, there were no accounts that
outlined the contributions of all of NGA's
predecessor organizations to American
participation in that war. NGA now has a

record of the work done back therr, thanks

to the partic.ipation of several retirees:

Al Anderson, Charles Bates, Wells Huff,
Richard Randall and Vance Sprague.

|ust as today's intelligence operations re-

quire close coll aborationby NGAwith oth-

er intelligence agencies, the contributions
of several olganizations were involved in
preparing for and supporting our nation's
participation in the Vietnam War. Long
befole the United States formally became

militarily engaged in Southeast Asia, the

Army Map Service (AMS), Aerorrautical
Chart and Information Center (ACIC)

and National Photographic Interpreta tion
Center (NPIC) collected data and prepared

analyses fol that region.

Duringthe tense summer of 1954, therelvas

a strong possibility of U.S. intervention to

help the French in their fight for control

against the Communist Viet Minh after
the fal1of Dien Bien Phu. AMS provided
anal1'5gs of the terrain around the cities

of HarLoi and Saigon in case the United
States intervened.

The United States did not intervene,
but interest in that region continued tc'r

grow.

Division of the country followed the French

defeat in 1954. In the late 1950s and into
the 1960s, contractors assisted the AMS in
Bethesda, Md., rvith aerial photography,
and the agency sent survey parties into
the region. As a result, AMS created the

fir'st acculate maps of Vietnam.

In 1959 President Dwight Eiser,hower

asked for U-2 missions in Vietnam and the

surlounding region and tasked NPIC in
Washington, D.C., to study the resultant
photographs. NPIC arralysts began visits
to the region to study and report on the

gror.ving conflict between North and
South Vietnam. By 1952 NPIC analysts

were conducting bomb-damage assess-

ments, identifying possible targets, seeinp;

throu gh enemy deceptions and producing
a number of intelligence assessments.

As demands for targeting information
grew, along with American involvement
on the side of South Vietnam, ACIC in St.

Louis deployecl a new database targeting
system. It enabled attacking American
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and allied pilots to more accurately hit
targets and avoid Communist air defenses.

Exploiting SR-71 photography sent to St.

Louis, analysts would identify the exact

coordinates of newly found targets and

send that informationback to Vietnam for

action. The process took an hour.

Increasing American military involvement

required accurate information about the

names of natural and cultural features in
that country and adjoining countries for

application to maps and charts and for

overall operational purposes. The U.S.

Board on Geographic Names (BGN),

headquartered in the Interior Department,

provided guidelines for standardizing
such names. The AMS survey parties

collected names data in the field for

topographic maps of Vietnam and other

countries, and similar staffs at the Naval

Oceanographic Offi ce and ACIC provided
names fornautical and aeronautical charts,

respectively. Country gazetteers with

standardized names were published to

meet various requirements.

Meanwhile, the Army Map Service

adapted the land-based, low-frequency

Long Range Navigation (LORAN) system

to record the location of aerially seeded

sensorsbeing dropped tohelp aliied forces

interdict North Vietnamese supply and

troop movements into South Vietnam. At
the same time, AMS provided its traditional

mapping support to the Army.

As for Navy involvement, it was evident

by Novemb er 7965, shortly after our first
ground combat troops landed, that coastal

charts for South Vietnam, based on japa-

nese hydrography from World War II, were

unreliable, particularly in the river deltas.

Consequently, over the next three years the

Naval Oceanographic Office completed

comprehensive geodetic, coastal and har-

bor surveys of that complex coastline using

a series of survey vessels. Among these

were the USS Maury, USS Tanner, USS

Serrano, USS Sheldrake and USS Towhee.

In additiory during December 7966, the

Naval Oceanographic Offi ce established a

branch office inSaigonto provide updated

nautical charts and publications for use

by local fleet and Marine Corps units in
their blockade, interdiction and naval air

support actions.

As the war moved toward a conclusior-r,

the Department of Defense probed for

ways of saving money. At the same time,

the military services' use of digital and

satel lite technology for mapping, charting

and geodesy continued to grow. Both to

save money and to better exploit these

new tools, the Department of Defense

merged the services' mapping organiza-

tions, establishing the Defense Mapping

Agency in7972.

NGA s Vietnam War exhibit rn'ill be oPe:.

to the public. Watch the NGAhome page

at www.nga.mil for informatlon as ii
becomes available.
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By Mike Geggus

' ur adversaries have learned
much about what we can see and

hear, and they have taken steps

to ol.ercome many traditional inteiligence-

gathering capabilities. Quick, quiet and

hidden, our adversaries have capabilities

that enable them to warn each other about
reconnaissance efforts we undertake and
thwart our follow-up actions through
denial and deception.

The Weapons of Mass Destruction Com-

mission appointed by President George

W. Bush warned that the Intelligence
Community' s "effectiveness will conti nue

to decline in the coming years unless

concerted change occurs."

NGA recognized this trend long before

the commission report and refocused on

geospatial intelligence (GEOINT). NGA
is changing.

A key part of this transformation is the

incorporation of advanced geospatial
intelligence (AGI) into the foundation of
our business. Formerly known as imagery-

derived measurement and signatures
intelligence (imagery-derived MASINT),
AGI is the technical, geospatial and
intelligence information derived through
interpretation or analysis using advanced

processingof all data collectedbyimagery
or imagery-related collectiorr systems.

NCA gained responsibility for ACI from
the Defense Intelligence Agency in 2002.

AGIis promptingthe Intelligence Commu-
nity to reevaluate existing approaches to

the collectiory ana.lysis and dissemination
of GEOINT. This new discipline exploits
formalized processes to describe phenom-
ena and make predictions. It provides a

structured method for the refutation or
confirmation of hypotheses that explain
observed phenomena.

Already, NGAhas expanded its use of the

electromagnetic spectrum by increasing

the information content from existing
sources, such as synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) and electro-optical (EO) systems.

SAR provides detailed results like those

obtained wiih a large antenna by tracking
the movement between airborne radar
pulses.

This expansion promises to continue with
the planned addition of government and
commercial sensors that are enabling
greater exploitation of signal characteris-

tics, improrred spectral characterization

and, with Light Detection And Ranging
(LIDAR), capabilities in the optical region
that mirror those of SAR systems.

With the long-dwell and loiteling capa-

bilities of Overhead Non-imaging Infrared
(ONIR) and airborne AGI platforms,
NGAis leading the charge with persistent

surveillance. ONIRhas provided corrtinu-

ous worldwide satellite-based surveillance

and warning of ballistic-missile launches

for over 30 years. The Director of National
Intelligence recently assigned ONIR to
NCA.

Now is the time for NGA to unleash the

full potentiai of AGI, along with ONIR,
throughout the Intelligence Community.

A*E E* *r-*i*F €E*an*g=?

An AGl-enabled GEOINT adds depth to
precisely understand our envi ronment and

to remotelymonitor dynamicworldevents.
An energized workforce of GEOINT-sawy
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analysts is bringing the National System

for Geospatial-Intelligence (NSG) to the

realization of full-spectrum operations.

The Office of Advanced Geospatial Intel-
ligence welcomes the direcf active support
of NGA analysts and our production
partners throughout the NSG in further
developing the AGI tradecraft. While
members of the Office of AGI have AGI-
specifi c training, analysts with specialized

expertise-whether it is weapons of mass

destruction, counterterrorism or specific

regional issues-have the expertise to
integrate AGI into routine analysis and

production.

The integration of AGI is changing how
we think and approach problems. Success

requires analysts to understand what
physical phenomenology is associated

with the essential elements of information
necessary for accurate assessments. For ex-

ample, if an analyst is monitorin g a larget,
what materials does the analyst expect to
be present? Can these materials provide a

signature that canbe detected with collec-

tion assets that the analyst can task? How
will the presence of a particular signature

impact the confidence of the analyst's
intelligence estimate? Conversely, how

will the absence of signature data impact
the analyst's assessment?

Analysts need to ask themselves if they
have considered all regions of the electro-

magnetic spectrum. They must consider
how to layer AGI with other forms of
GEOINT in their analysis and reporting.
And they are shifting their thinking from
concentrating on high-resolution literal
products to the intrinsic value of non-
traditional source data.

The shift from a "product" rich enterprise

to a " data" rich environment provides
avenues for discovery. By combining
established technical data, processes

and product standards with AGI data,

processes and standards, technologists can

uncover new ways to manipulate data and

pave the way for additional capabilities.

The importance of AGI is not founded on

simply what it is, but what it promises to
be. Our challenge is to unlock our think-
ing, to understand what we can do to
advance GEOINT in this domain. Al1who
practice the GEOINT tradecraft have an

opportunity to influence the vision and
the outcome.
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By John Findley

,.: ''"' mall technology companies
' ' ' 

,.. ' have much to offer," says Nancy
'" ,: Croves, NGA Small Business

Innovation Research (SBIR) Program
Manager. NGA participates in the program
to make sure their contributions are not
overlooked. Intelligence agencies are not
required to participate, and NGA is the

only intelligence agency in the program.

"Studies and anecdotal evidence tell
us that small firms have a number of
advantages over large firms when it
comes to innovation: greater flexibility,
closer contact with customers and greater

willingness to engage in high-risk research

and development projects," says Daniel O.

Hill, Assistant Administrator for Technol-

ogy, U.S. Smail Business Administration.
"These qualities have made small firms the

leaders in industrial innovatiory producing
more innovations per employee and per
dollar spent on research and development
than larger firms."

However, theriskand expense of conduct-

ing research and development is beyond
the means of many small businesses. By

funding the cr.itical startup and develop-

ment stages, SBIR enables small businesses

to compete on the same level as larger
businesses. At the same time, the SBIR

program stimulates the U.S. economy

by encouraging the commercialization
of technology, products and services of
small businesses.

#*w Sffifl# w*rk* eg *#jg
NGA recognizes the value offered from
small innovative entrepreneurial compa-

nies and sets aside funds annually for:

Two initial proposals that test the

scientific, technical and commerciai

merit and feasibility of a particular
concept, and

Two advanced proposals that build
upon the success and merits of initial
awards to develop commercially
marketable prototypes.

The InnoVision Directorate, through its
Basic and Applied Research Office, man-
ages SBIR for NGA. The Office solicits

research topics representing Agency
interests, provides guidance for partici-
pants, and monitors accepted proposals.

The program is completely unclassified,

allowing a wide range of vendors to
compete for contracts. Outreach activities
are designed to introduce the program to
small businesses owned by women and

minorities.

Following completion of an advanced

proposal, small companies are expected

to obtain funding from the private sector

and/or non-SBIR government sources to

develop the concept into a product for
sale in the private sector and / or military
markets.

G*!ffi sGec*ss#s
For the government as a whole, success

in the SBIR program is measured by how
many awards evolve into commercial
products.

For NGA, success is also measured by
the impact and effect of SBIR awards on

the transformation of the defense and

intelligence communities to meet current
and future challenges.
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The following SBIR awards illustrate how
the program enables transformational
research to meet tomorrow's challenges:

Full-Spectrum Sensors. Essex Corp. is

using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) to
investigate the creation of three-dimen-
sional imagery that could be used to detect

manmade objects like buildings. SAR

provides detailed

"Rr: E*r=:p*r€a*g strec*#y f*v *a:v 
results'likethose
obtained with a

r#**er** #rcgr*s'=': 3:t Bs?**=disi** large antenna
i= ?* r***h **:€ *** *:?**** by tracking the

€h* *eet m-i:.:** r+J!€&: *a*r:E*s* movement be-

d*rer:?irag *hall*arg*s" Th* s*lR tween airborne
radarpulses. The

Fr**reax pn*vF**s r:s aryi?€- *:'r investigation in_

iaep*:€*r*€ *her:r:*3 i*r d*ia*g volves the use

t3t** *y pr*v**64-g eee*se t* of tomography

th* !r:*sr,*t3** **pa.:ilg *5 in a technique

gvn*ri e:--'***:-- ,, similar to medi-G**P*Tllcs cal cAT scans

-Dr. H. Gregory Smith, thatcombinease_
NGA Chief Scientist ries of "slices" to

produce a three-

dimensional pic-
ture of the body. In one of many potential
applications, users interactively retrieve
information about three-dimensional
models stored in a geographic information

system.

Vexcel Corp. is also usingSARtomography
to penetrate forest canopies and character-

izeboth the foiiage and underlying terrain.

In this project, multiple data collections of
the same scene over a large range of radar

wavelengths are being used to create true,

three-dimensional, volumetric images.

GEOINT Knowledge Base. Physical
Optics Corp. has a project to inexpensively
generate Digital Terrain Elevation Data
(DTEDo) Level2 above 60 degrees north
latitude, filling a critical gap. (Level 2
provides elevation data at a resolution of
30 meters (98 feet). NASA s space shuttle
in 2000 gathered data that NGA used to

generate worldwide coverage of DTED@

Level 2 between 50 degrees north latitude
and 56 degrees south latitude. DTEDo is a

principal product of NGA.)

Physical Optics has developed a software

package that can generate DTED@ Level
2 fuon declassified Russian TK-350 and

KVR-1000 satellite imagery. Users will
be able to plug the data into commercial

software packages. Although focused
on using the declassified Russian source

material, the project can also use other
sources. Commercialization of this product
allows NGA an alternative data source to

populate its data holdings and provide
data users with a potentially inexpensive

source for terrain data.

Information Extraction and Transport Inc.

is helping users of geographic information
systems to measure the reliability of eleva-

tion data from multiple sources, among

several technological advances developed

under an SBIR award from NGA. The

technology has immediate application f or

rapid integration of terrain data to support
crisis operations.

Persistent Surveillance. The NAVSYS

Corp. has developed a software platform,
built on an existing Army-sponsored
SBI& that integrates Global Positioning
System inertial and digital camera data.

Called GI-Eye, the product can be used

in both airborne and ground vehicles to

locate and geo-register geographic features

and collect attributes about them, among

other applications. The company has

commercialized the system and delivered
it to NGA for rapid surveying, targeting,

inteiligence, surveillance and reconnais-

sance applications.

Next-Generation Analytical Tools. Aret6
Associates is using advanced algorithms
with modeling and simulation techniques

to passively detect targets concealed

by foliage, clouds, or haze. The project
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uses an inertially stabilized skyball with
multi-channel visible and infrared
sensors for remotely piloted long-range

surveill an ce. This capability has geospatial

applications in both ocean and terrestrial
surveillance.

Applied Signal and Imagery Technology

Inc. has developed algorithms that auto-
matically and accurately detect targets in
hyperspectral imagery, whiie providing
a cost-effective solution for high-volume
processing. The company is developing
software prototypes that are compatible
with existing NGA tools and enhance

detection capabilities for various types of
signatures involving chemical and other
targets of interest.

V€*it *q.€n bV** *38*

InnoVision encourages employees and

organizations to take advantage of this
inventive and energizing program. If you

have ideas for a research topic, please con-

tact NGA's SBIR manager; Nancy Croves,
at(7 03) 735-3097 or visit the NGASBIRweb
site at http: //www.nga.mil/sbir.

In additionto NGA, 11 federal departments

and agencies annually participate in the

SBIR program by designating research

and development topics, soliciting pro-
posals and granting awards. Additional
information regarding these agencies

and research topics can be found at the

following Web sites:

The Department of Defense:

http: // www.dodsbir.net/

The Small Business Administration:
http: / / www.sbaonline.sba.gov / SBIR /

@ NAVSYS Corporation
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By Matt Reiner

::.,,. , itii GA and the Defense Advanced
.$!ii::# Research Projects Agency (DAR-
,,,,:: "il.i PA) held a joint symposium

Sept.7 to solicit input from industry and

academia to solve NGA's hard problems
and enable the Agency's transformation
objectives.

The demand for GEOINT continues to
grow in response to the global war on

terrorism, changing dynamics on the
modern battlefield, natural disasters and

support to the Department of Defense,

Department of Homeland Security and

Intelligence Community. This increased

demand requires NGA to task, collect,

process, exploit, disseminate and man-

age much higher volumes of data and

information. DARPA can help NGA meet

these demands.

The directors of NGA and DARPA signed

a Memorandum of Agreement inlanuary
for a long-term cooperative program. The

agreement ca1ls for the two agencies to
"collaborate in the planning, program
implementation, program execution,
transition and operationalization of in-
novative technologies, which will enable

NGA s transformation to meet current

and future geospatial-intelligence mission

challenges."

Projects will be jointly funded and man-
aged by both agencies, and NGAwill serve

as the technology transition partner.

DARPADirector Dr. Tony Tether and NGA
Director retired Air Force Lt. Gen. |ames R.

Clapper jr. co-hosted the j oint symposium
for industry and academic professionals.

The workshop focused on NGA s hard
problems, which will be jointly pursued
under the partnership.

Directors of NGA line organizations
presented NGA s operational challenges

and capability gap areas for industry to
propose new ideas and concepts that will
Iead to viable technological solutions. In
returry three DARPA program managers

briefed samples of current and future
projects that address a few of NGA s

technology interests.

One the projects, NeuroTechnology for
IntelligenceAnalysts, is an initiative to help

the analysts use intrinsic brain signals to
improve the throughput and accuracy of
imagery analysis. The All-Things Reposi-

tory is a program to create a capability to

store, retrieve and mine enormous quanti-
ties of data for rapid access and retrieval.
And Persistent Exploitation of Persistent

Sensing is an exploratory research project to

recognize targets and events by observing
and modeling ongoing normal activities
in a sensor-rich environment. In addition,
DARPA contract management personnel

described the DARPA mechanisms by
which industry can participate in the joint

ProSram.

g

DAfiPA's iechnical ex-
pedise lvlJ asslst i,GA in

its t{a {} Efa m ati o n effo rt.
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-Dr. Young Suk Sull,

NGA Liaison to DARPA

Established in 7958, DARPA has a

mission "to assure that the United States

maintains a lead in applying state-of-the-

art technology lor military capabilities"
and "to prevent
technological sur-

prise from adver-

saries." DARPA
brings consider-

able funding and

world-class tech-

nical expertise to

its partnership
with NGA.

Analysts from
NGA "are as-

sessing DARPA
advanced exploi-
tation and tar-
get-recognition

technology for its application to their
operational missions," says Dr. Young

Suk Sull, NGA Liaison to DARPA.
Scientists from the two agencies are also

collaborating on advanced mathematics,

neuroscience and counter- underground
facility capabilities.

At the same time, junior- to mid-level
personnel from NGA are participating
in the DARPA internship program,
which involves a three-month, on-site

opportunityforanNGAemployeeto Iearn

DARPA s culture and the unique missions

of DARPA s offices, while articulating
NGA mission challenges and technology
needs to DARPA program managers.

"The DARPA-NGA partnership is a win-
win opportunity for both organizations,"
Sull notes. "NCA leverages DARPA
research and development expertise, and

resources for solving NGA s hard prob-
lems, while DARPA assures its transition

partner in NGA for the common purpose
of meeting nation's security objectives."
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